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STORIES ABOUT THE NEW BABY

JP Cummings
Angel Baby

JP Harris
Happy Birth Day

JP Henkes
Julius, the Baby of the World

JP James
Tadpoles

JP McCarty
Baby Steps

JP Meyers
Everywhere Babies

JP Moon
Something Special

JP Rockwell
Hello Baby!

JP Scott
On Mother’s Lap

JP Stuve-Bodeen
Mama Elizabeti

BOOKS TO HELP PREPARE OLDER SIBLINGS

JP Cole
I’m a Big Sister
I’m a Big Brother

JP Miller
Now I’m Big

J305.232 Tho
A Baby’s Coming to Your House!

J306.875 Gre
Our New Baby

J612.6 Col
How You Were Born

J612.6 San
Babies

J618.4 Ros
Mommy’s in the Hospital Having a Baby

J649.122 Col
The New Baby at Your House

J649.122 Don
Baby Science: How Babies Really Work!

J649.122 Mur
What to Expect When the New Baby Comes Home

ADOPTION

JP Bunting
Jin Woo

JP Cole
How I Was Adopted: Samantha’s Story

JP Curtis
Tell Me Again about the Night I Was Born

JP Katz
Over the Moon: An Adoption Tale

JP Lewis
I Love You Like Crazy Cakes

JF Little
Emma’s Yucky Brother

JP McCutcheon
Happy Adoption Day!

J362.734 Sch
Carolyn’s Story: A Book about an Adopted Girl

J362.734 Gir
Adoption Is for Always

J362.734 Rog
Adoption